The 4TH Annual Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition

Epcot Center
Walt Disney World, Florida
July 13TH – 15TH, 1996

Cedar College
   Team: Levithian
Hosei University
   Team: Bob
Northern Illinois University
   Team: NIU Rover
Oakland University
   Team 1: Coyote
   Team 2: MAVRick II
Princeton University
   Team: Droid 250
The Ohio State University
   Team: ART
University of Cincinnati
   Team: Dreams
University of Colorado – Boulder
   Team: RoboCar
University of Maine
   Team: Time Machine
University of Minnesota
   Team: ALX
University of Texas – Arlington
   Team: UTA
University of Tulsa
   Team 1: Arthur
   Team 2: Bertha
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
   Team 1: BOB
   Team 2: Calvin
West Virginia University
   Team: Ant III